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ABSTRACT 

The relationships between disruptive behaviors in middle childhood (7-9 years) and 

conduct disorder in adolescence (14-16 years) were studied in a birth cohort of New 

Zealand children.  Latent class analysis suggested strong behavioral continuity with 

children showing early disruptive behaviors having odds of adolescent conduct disorder 

that were over 16 times higher than children who did not display early disruptive 

behavior.  Nonetheless, in the region of 12% of children showed a discontinuous history 

with 5% of children showing an early onset of conduct problems and later remission 

whilst 7% showed later onset conduct problems.  Children showing discontinuous 

histories of behavior problems came from backgrounds in which levels of risk were 

intermediate between those of children who showed a persistent pattern of conduct 

problems and those who were consistently non-problem children.  Peer factors played an 

influential role in behavioral change in adolescence with individuals showing late onset 

of conduct problems having high rates of affiliation with delinquent peers whereas those 

showing remission of problem behaviors in adolescence had relatively low rates of such 

affiliations. 
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Factors Associated with Continuity and Change in Disruptive Behavior Patterns 

Between Childhood and Adolescence 

There has been a large amount of research conducted into the measurement, 

classification and etiology of disruptive behavior disorders in childhood and 

adolescence (for reviews see Farrington et al., 1990; Loeber, 1988; 1990; 1991; Moffitt, 

1993; Olweus, 1979; Patterson, DeBaryshe & Ramsey, 1989; Rutter & Giller, 1983).  In 

addition, both longitudinal and retrospective studies have examined continuities 

between behavioral adjustment in early or middle childhood and in later life (Farrington, 

Loeber & Van Kammen, 1990; Fergusson & Horwood, 1993; Fergusson, Horwood & 

Lynskey, in press; Moffitt, 1993; Patterson, 1993; Zoccolillo, Pickles, Quinton & Rutter, 

1992).  This research has generally suggested that children who show antisocial, 

aggressive or oppositional behaviors in early childhood tend to continue to show these 

behaviors in adolescence.  In a review of the continuities of antisocial behaviors, Loeber 

(1991) has concluded that these behaviors are more enduring than changeable.  

Nonetheless, it is clear that childhood behaviors are not perfectly stable and that some 

children who show early onset problem behaviors may fail to show problem behaviors 

as adolescents and equally, some children who are apparently problem free during 

middle childhood may develop problems as adolescents.  There has been increasing 

interest in examining these apparent discontinuities in behavioral disorder and, in 

particular, in both estimating the proportions of individuals who show behavioral 

change during childhood and adolescence and examining the factors that distinguish 

those with changing patterns of behaviors from those who show stable behavioral 

tendencies. 
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1. Reasons for Apparent Change in Behavior 

For the most part, research into behavioral continuities between childhood and 

adolescence has been based on studies that chart the status of children observed at 

different times using standardized measures.  However, when observed data are 

analyzed, change in observed behavior scores may occur for two rather different 

reasons.  First, change may occur as a result of errors of measurement (false positives, 

false negatives) in the classification or measurement of behaviors.  In general, these 

errors will have the effect of leading to an inflated estimate of change in behavioral 

development sequences since some children who exhibit apparent change in behaviors 

may do so as a result of errors of measurement.  The second reason that apparent change 

may occur is because of genuine changes in adjustment that arise from factors that lead 

behavior and adjustment to vary over the period of childhood.  In studies of observed 

behavior scores, change arising from measurement error is confounded with genuine 

behavioral change making it difficult to assess the extent to which apparent 

discontinuities in behavior arise from errors of measurement and the extent to which 

these discontinuities reflect real behavioral change. 

There is now growing evidence from studies using latent variable modelling 

methods to suggest that a large amount of apparent change in child behavior over time is 

likely to arise from measurement errors rather than from behavioral changes.  Two lines 

of evidence support this conclusion.  First, a series of studies has examined the stability 

of disruptive or antisocial behaviors using dimensionally scored measures of these 

behaviors and methods of structural equation modelling (Fergusson & Horwood, 1993; 

Patterson, 1993).  These studies have suggested that, when due allowance is made for 

measurement errors and method effects, there is evidence for very substantial continuity 
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in behavior scores over time.  For example, Fergusson and Horwood (1993) applied 

methods of structural equation modelling to dimensionally scored measures of 

disruptive behaviors.  Their analysis suggested that, when due allowance was made for 

measurement errors, there was evidence of very strong associations (r = .89 - .98) 

between measures of disruptive behaviors spaced at two yearly intervals.  In contrast, 

the correlations between observed behavior scores were far weaker.  These results were 

also confirmed in an analysis conducted by Patterson (1993) who examined patterns of 

behavioral stability in a sample of US subjects studied as part of the Oregon Youth 

Study.  Patterson (1993) also found evidence of strong continuities (r = .85) between 

dimensionally scored variables observed over a four year period when due allowance 

was made for measurement error. 

A second series of studies has examined the stability of behavior using 

categorical (case/non-case) distinctions and methods of latent Markov analysis.  Parallel 

to the findings of structural equation modelling, latent Markov analyses have suggested 

that a large amount of apparent behavioral change over time is likely to arise from 

measurement error rather than from genuine behavioral change.  For example, 

Zoccolillo et al., (1992) examined the continuities between early behavior and later 

outcomes in a sample of high risk children.  They found that when due allowance was 

made for measurement errors and the heterotypical expression of antisocial behaviors, 

there was evidence of very substantial continuity and stability between behavior in 

childhood and behavior in adulthood.  Similarly, Fergusson et al., (in press) applied 

methods of latent Markov analysis to examine the stability of disruptive behaviors 

during middle childhood.  Their analysis showed that while, on the basis of observed 

data, 50% of children with disruptive behaviors showed an apparent remission of these 
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behaviors two years later, when the data were adjusted for measurement errors the rate 

of remission of conduct problems over a two year period was only 14%. 

All of these analyses lead to the common conclusion that a large amount of 

apparent change in behavior over time arises from the effects of measurement error 

rather than from genuine behavioral change.  Nonetheless, all studies also suggest that, 

even after allowance for measurement errors, there is evidence of some behavioral 

change suggesting, as one would expect, childhood behavioral trajectories are not 

entirely fixed and immutable. 

2.  Factors Associated with Discontinuities in Behavioral Adjustment. 

Most of the research that has examined discontinuities in behavior has focussed 

on the differences between early onset persistent offending and late onset offending 

which is frequently transitory.  In particular, a recurrent finding in the literature has been 

that those who show early onset delinquent behaviors tend more frequently to be 

persistent offenders, to commit more offences and more serious offences (Farrington et 

al., 1990; Loeber, 1988, 1990). 

Other differences between late onset and early onset offenders, including 

differences in individual, family and peer factors have also been examined by Patterson 

(1994) as part of the Oregon Youth Study.  In general, late onset offenders tended to 

come from lower risk family environments than persistent offenders with late onset 

offenders being characterized by better childhood social skills, better peer relationships 

and higher self-esteem.  However, compared to non-offenders, late onset offenders were 

less skilled in peer relationships and showed poorer academic achievement. 

Further analysis indicated that individuals who showed late onset offending had 

arrived at this destination as a result of affiliations with delinquent peers and/or lack of 
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parental support and monitoring.  These results suggest that the nature of peer and 

parental behaviors in adolescence may lead to behavioral discontinuities that manifest as 

late onset offending. 

Moffitt (1993) has presented an account of the development of antisocial 

behaviors throughout the life span that has many similarities with the account given by 

Patterson (1994).  Specifically, she suggests that individuals who show antisocial 

behaviors can be classified into two types which she describes as life course persistent 

and adolescent limited offenders.  Individuals showing life course persistent offending 

are characterized by an early onset of antisocial behavior and persistent offending over 

their life course.  Individuals showing adolescent limited offending behaviors are those 

who develop transitory increases in antisocial behaviors during the period of 

adolescence.  Moffitt (1993) suggests that the factors that lead to these different types of 

delinquency differ with the life course persistent group being characterized by "early 

individual differences that are perpetuated or exacerbated by interactions with the social 

environment" (p 682).  On the other hand, the adolescent limited group are those who 

lack the pathologies and vulnerabilities of the life course persistent group but who 

develop adolescent limited offending as a result of social mimicry of their deviant peers.  

Moffitt (1993) suggests that, as a result of a maturity gap between biological adulthood 

and ascribed adulthood, non-antisocial individuals find the copying of adolescent 

antisocial behaviors provided by delinquent peer role models more reinforcing than 

aversive. 

While research has concentrated on the differences between persistent and late 

onset offenders, this emphasis has overlooked a further group who show discontinuities 

in their behavior patterns.  In particular, it is likely that some children who show early 
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onset conduct problems will show remission of these behaviors in adolescence.  There 

is, therefore, a need for a more comprehensive account of adolescent behavioral change 

that focuses both on patterns of onset and remission throughout the period from 

childhood to adolescence and identifies the factors that distinguish between: a)  

individuals characterized by a general absence of antisocial behaviors; b) individuals 

who show early onset problems that cease in adolescence; c) individuals who show an 

absence of problem behaviors in childhood but develop these behaviors in adolescence; 

d) individuals who show life course persistent antisocial behaviors. 

In this paper we examine these issues by analyzing data collected during the 

course of a longitudinal study of a birth cohort of New Zealand children studied to the 

age of 16 years.  The research strategy employed in this analysis is as follows: 

1. In the first stage of the analysis a latent class model is fitted to multiple 

measures of severe problem behaviors in middle childhood (7-9 years) and diagnoses of 

conduct disorder or oppositional defiant disorders in adolescence (15-16 years).  The 

aims of this analysis are to secure estimates of the proportions of children who: a) were 

(relatively) problem free throughout childhood and adolescence; b) had early onset of 

severe problem behaviors but showed remission of these problems in adolescence; c) 

showed late onset problem behaviors that were present in adolescence but not in middle 

childhood; d) showed persistent behavior problems.  The technique of latent class 

analysis using data collected from multiple measures makes identification of these 

groups taking into account errors of measurement in report data possible (subject to 

certain model assumptions about the form of measurement errors).  An account of the 

application of latent class methods to problems of classification in child behavior has 

been given by Fergusson, Horwood and Lynskey (1994a). 
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2. The latent class model is then used as a foundation for classifying subjects 

into groups depending on their behavioral trajectory and contrasts between the different 

groups are made on the basis of a series of measures including family socio-

demographic background, family functioning, childhood cognitive ability, school 

achievement and peer affiliations in adolescence.  The general aims of this analysis are 

to determine the extent to which different behavioral trajectories are associated with 

different combinations of family, childhood and peer risk factors. 

METHOD 

The data reported here were collected during the course of the Christchurch 

Health and Development Study.  The Christchurch Health and Development Study is a 

longitudinal study of a birth cohort of 1265 children born in the Christchurch (New 

Zealand) urban region during mid 1977.  These children have been studied at birth, four 

months, one year and annual intervals to the age of 16 years.  An overview of the study 

design has been given previously (Fergusson, Horwood, Shannon & Lawton, 1989).  

The data analyzed in this report were measured in the following ways. 

1. Measures of disruptive behaviors during middle childhood (7-9 years) and 

adolescence (15, 16 years). 

i) Conduct problems during middle childhood (7-9 years).  The extent to 

which the child displayed conduct disordered or oppositional defiant behaviors at ages 

7, 8 and 9 years was assessed using parental and teacher reports of conduct disordered or 

oppositional behaviors based on items derived from the Rutter (Rutter, Tizard & 

Whitmore, 1970) and Conners (Conners, 1969; 1970) parent and teacher questionnaires.  

These measures were combined to produce an overall measure of the extent to which the 

young person was reported to show conduct disordered or oppositional behaviors 
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(Fergusson, Horwood & Lloyd, 1991).  The resulting scales were found to have 

generally good reliability with coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951) values ranging from 

.90 to .93. 

At each age, subjects were classified as having severe conduct or oppositional 

defiant behavior problems if their score on the conduct disorder/oppositional defiant 

behavior measure placed them in the most disordered 10% of the sample.  The value of 

10% was chosen as most prevalence studies have suggested that in the region of 10% of 

the child population meet diagnostic criteria for oppositional defiant or conduct 

disorders (eg., Anderson, Williams, McGee & Silva, 1987; Bird et al., 1988; Fergusson, 

Horwood & Lynskey, 1993; Kashani et al., 1987; McGee et al., 1990). 

ii) Conduct/oppositional disorders (14-16 years).  At both ages 15 and 16 

parents and teenagers were questioned in separate interviews on measures of conduct 

disorder and oppositional behaviors during the preceding year.  Parental questioning was 

based on the Revised Behavior Problem Checklist (Quay & Peterson, 1987) and the Self 

Report Early Delinquency scale (Moffitt & Silva, 1988) whereas self reports were 

obtained from responses to the Self Report Early Delinquency scale (Moffitt & Silva, 

1988) and the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children (DISC; Costello, Edelbrock, 

Kalas, Kessler & Klaric, 1982) supplemented by custom written items for DSM-III-R 

(American Psychiatric Association, 1987) diagnoses of oppositional defiant disorder.  

These test items have been described previously (Fergusson, Horwood & Lynskey, 

1994b). 

From these measures, the following classifications were constructed:  a) 

Whether or not the young person met DSM-III-R criteria for conduct disorder or 

oppositional defiant disorder over the period from 14-15 years on the basis of either 
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parental or self-report:  10.8% of the sample were classified as meeting DSM-III-R 

criteria for these disorders over the period from 14-15 years; b) Whether or not the 

young person met DSM-III-R criteria for conduct disorder or oppositional defiant 

disorder over the period from 15-16 years on the basis of either parental or self-report:  

11.6% of the sample were classified as meeting DSM-III-R criteria for these disorders 

over the period from 15-16 years. 

iii) Police contact (14-16 years).  Parental and self reports of whether or not the 

young person had come to official police attention for offending between the ages of 14 

and 16 years were combined to form a measure of whether or not the young person had 

been in police contact during the two year period.  Based on this definition, 16.5% of the 

sample were classified as having been in police contact during the period from 14 to 16 

years. 

The measurement methods described above gave a total of six dichotomous 

measures of disruptive behaviors with three of these measures being collected during 

middle childhood (7-9 years) and three measures being collected during adolescence 

(15, 16 years). 

2. Family circumstances and individual characteristics during middle childhood. 

To examine the factors associated with children who followed different behavioral 

pathways, the following variables were included in the analysis.  These variables were 

chosen on the basis of previous research evidence (Moffitt, 1993;  Patterson, 1994) and 

by their availability within the database of the present study. 

i) Family social position.  This was a composite measure of the family's social 

background based on information about parental education, family occupational status, 

maternal age, and family type (one-parent/two-parent family).  The index ranks the 
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sample from children with a highly advantaged profile (well educated parents, high 

occupational status, older mother, two-parent family) to those with a highly 

disadvantaged profile (poorly educated parents, low occupational status, younger 

mother, single parent family).  This index has been described previously and has been 

shown to be predictive of a wide range of health, social and behavioral outcomes in this 

cohort (Fergusson, Horwood & Lawton, 1990).  For the present analysis, the resulting 

scale score was scaled to have a mean of 10 and standard deviation of 1 with high scores 

representing relative social disadvantage. 

ii) Family Functioning (0-10 years).  To assess the extent to which cohort 

members had been exposed to family and childhood adversity, a general family 

functioning index was used.  The construction of this measure was based on the 

summation of a series of 39 prospectively measured items relating to various aspects of 

family functioning and child rearing practices measured up to the age of 10 years, 

including:  parental offending and substance use behaviors, mother/child interaction 

patterns, childrearing practices, measures of childhood experiences, family stability and 

family conflict.  The general principles on which this index was constructed have been 

described previously (Fergusson, Horwood & Lynskey, 1994c).  In the original 

development of this measure it was based on items spanning the period from 0-15 years.  

However, in this instance, the index was restricted to measures observed up to the age of 

10 years.  This index had a mean of 6.89 and standard deviation of 5.08. 

iii) Attention Deficit (8 years).  This was assessed at age eight years using 

parental and teacher reports of restless, inattentive or hyperactive behaviors based on 

items derived from the Rutter (Rutter et al., 1970) and Conners (Conners, 1969; 1970) 

parent and teacher questionnaires.  These measures were combined to produce an 
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overall measure of the extent to which the child was reported to show restless, 

inattentive or hyperactive behaviors (Fergusson et al., 1991).  The reliability of this 

scale, as assessed using coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951) was .88. 

iv) Intelligence.  This was assessed at the age of eight years using the Wechsler 

Intelligence Scale for Children - Revised (WISC-R; Wechsler, 1974).  The full scale 

score, which had a mean of 102.54 and standard deviation of 14.88, was used in this 

analysis and this measure was found to have good reliability ( = .93). 

v) Reading Comprehension (10 years).  Measures of reading comprehension 

based on the Progressive Achievement Test (PAT) of reading comprehension (Elley & 

Reid, 1969).  This was administered at the age of 10 years and found to have good 

reliability ( = .83).  This test had a mean of 10.59 and standard deviation of 7.07. 

vi) Word recognition (8 years).  The New Zealand revision of the Burt Word 

Reading test (Gilmore, Croft & Reid, 1981) was administered to the children when they 

were 8 years old.  This test was scored to produce a measure of the number of words 

correctly identified and was found to have good reliability ( = .98).  This test had a 

mean of 45.54 and standard deviation of 17.13. 

vii) Self-esteem (10 years).  This was assessed at age 10 years using the 

Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (Coopersmith, 1981).  The full scale score, which 

had a mean of 38.53 and standard deviation of 8.02,  was used in this analysis and was 

found to have good reliability ( = .89). 

3.  Adolescent peer affiliations. 

To measure the extent to which the young person affiliated with delinquent or 

substance using peers in adolescence, two general indices of peer affiliations were 

constructed, one of these indices was based on parental report while the second was 
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based on self report.  These indices were based on parental and self reports collected at 

the age of 15 years of the extent to which the young person's best friend and other 

friends: used tobacco, alcohol and cannabis, truanted or broke the law.  These items 

were summated to produce scale measures of the extent to which the young person was 

reported as affiliating with delinquent or substance using peers according to parental or 

self-reports.  The construction of these delinquent peer scales has been described 

previously (Fergusson & Horwood, in press).  The parental measure had a mean of 9.02 

and standard deviation of 2.16 while the self-report measure had a mean of 4.42 and 

standard deviation of 2.48.  These scales were of adequate reliability, having alpha 

coefficients of .81 for parental report and .78 for self reports. 

Sample Size 

While the study reported here was based on a birth cohort of 1265 children, the 

analyses reported here were based on a sample of 901 respondents for whom there was 

complete behavior data during both middle childhood and adolescence.  This sample 

represents 71.2% of the initial cohort of children and 81.1% of the sample alive and 

resident in New Zealand at the age of 16 years.  To examine the effects of sample losses 

on the representativeness of the sample, comparisons were made of the socio-

demographic characteristics of the 901 subjects included in the analysis with the 

remaining 364 subjects excluded from the analyses.  This suggested that losses to follow 

up during the course of the study were not associated with child ethnicity, gender, 

maternal age or family size.  There were, however, small but statistically detectable 

tendencies (p<.01) for the sample to under-represent children from families in which 

mothers lacked formal educational qualifications, families of low socioeconomic status 

and single parent families. 
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While these results suggest some small non-random loss of subjects, it is unlikely 

that these losses will materially influence the results in this study since previous studies 

in which corrections for non-random sample loss have been applied have suggested that 

the impact of non-random sample attrition on study estimates was negligible (Fergusson 

et al., 1991). 

RESULTS 

The Relationships between Severe Problem Behaviors in Middle Childhood and 

Conduct/Oppositional Disorders in Adolescence 

As explained in the Method section, measures of severe problem behaviors in 

middle childhood were based on combinations of parent and teacher reports collected at 

the ages of seven, eight and nine years.  At each age, the 10% of the sample with the 

most extreme problem behavior scores were classified as having problem behaviors.  

Similarly, at ages 15 and 16 years, parental and self reports were used to identify 

subjects who met DSM-III-R criteria for conduct disorder or oppositional defiant 

disorder.  These measures were supplemented by a further measure of police contact 

during the two year period from 14-16 years of age. The distribution of the sample on 

measures of childhood and adolescent behaviors was thus described by 

2
6
 = 64 response patterns that described various combinations of the childhood and 

adolescent measures.  This response data formed the input for fitting a four class latent 

model with latent states corresponding to: a) Individuals with an absence of problem 

behaviors during both middle childhood and adolescence; b) Individuals who showed 

early onset conduct problems but did not have adolescent problems; c) Individuals who 

showed late onset problem behaviors during adolescence; d) Individuals who showed 

persistent problem behaviors.  This model produced a satisfactory fit to the observed 
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data (LR2 = 65.1, df = 52, p>.10) suggesting that the variations in the 64 response 

patterns could be represented by four underlying latent classes.  Table 1 gives a 

summary of the latent class model.  This Table shows: 

1. The estimated proportions of the sample who belonged to each latent class.  

These estimates suggest that 81.4% of the sample did not show severe problem 

behaviors during either middle childhood or adolescence; 4.9% of the sample showed 

early onset problem behaviors but a remission during adolescence; 7.0% showed later 

onset problem behaviors and 6.8% showed a persistent pattern of antisocial behaviors. 

2. The latent class model is also represented as a Markov model in which 

estimates of the probabilities of adolescent problem outcomes conditional on outcomes 

in middle childhood are shown.  This Table shows: a) of those without severe childhood 

problem behaviors, 92.1% remained without problems as teenagers and 7.9% developed 

late onset problems; b) of those with problem behaviors during middle childhood, 

58.1% showed antisocial behaviors during adolescence and 41.9% showed remission of 

earlier problems. 

3. To describe the stability between early problem behaviors and adolescent 

problem behaviors, an estimate of the odds ratio was obtained.  This estimate showed 

that children with early marked problem behaviors were 16.1 times more likely to have 

conduct/oppositional disorders during adolescence. 

4. Finally, the Table summarizes the goodness of fit of the latent class model 

on the basis of both the log likelihood chi-square statistic and the Pearson chi-square 

statistic.  In both cases there was evidence of an adequate fit between the model and the 

data. 
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The substantive implications of these data are that, when due allowance was taken 

for measurement errors by using a latent class approach, there was evidence of strong 

continuity in behavior over time.  Nonetheless, there was also some evidence of 

discontinuity with some children showing early onset problems that remitted and others 

showing late onset problem behaviors. 

INSERT TABLE 1. HERE 

 

Family and Childhood Factors Associated with Differing Developmental 

Pathways 

From the results of the latent class model, it was possible to assign subjects to 

groups of: a) non-problem children; b) those with early onset and later remission of 

problem behavior; c) those with late onset problem behaviors and d) those with 

persistent problem behaviors.  The estimated classification accuracy of the sample to 

groups was 94%.  For each of the groups defined in this way, contrasts were made 

between groups in terms of a series of factors describing the child's social, family and 

academic background up to the age of 10 years.  These measures included measures of 

family social position, family functioning up to the age of 10 years, IQ measured at age 

8 years using the WISC-R (Weschler, 1974), attention deficit behaviors at age 8 years, 

word recognition measured at age 8 years using the Burt Word Reading test (Gilmore et 

al., 1981), reading comprehension measured at age 10 years using the PAT reading 

comprehension test (Elley & Reid, 1969), self-esteem assessed at age 10 using the SEI 

(Coopersmith, 1981) and gender. 

Table 2 compares the profiles of these measures across the four groups.  The 

significance of each comparison was assessed by one way analysis of variance, with the 
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exception of the gender comparison which was assessed using the chi square test.  The 

Table shows that, in all cases, there were significant differences (p<.0001) between the 

four groups in terms of social background, family functioning, attention deficit 

behaviors, academic achievement, intelligence, self-esteem and gender.  Detailed 

inspection of the Table shows a clear tendency for the four groups to rank with respect 

to most of the measures studied: 

1.  In all cases the profile of the group of non-problem children showed a mix of 

factors associated with decreased risks of conduct disorder.  Children in this group were 

characterized by relatively advantaged home backgrounds, less exposure to family 

adversity,  less attention deficit behaviors, higher IQ, better academic achievement, 

higher self-esteem and were more often female than children in other groups. 

2.  At the other extreme, those with persistent conduct problems showed profiles 

of risk factors associated with increased risks of conduct disorder.  Children in this 

group were exposed to greater family disadvantage, had higher exposure to family 

adversity, showed more attention deficit behaviors, lower IQ, poorer academic 

achievement, lower self esteem and the majority were male. 

3.  Between these extremes, those showing changing patterns of conduct problems 

(early onset/later remission, late onset) had profiles that were intermediate between the 

non-problem group and the persistent problem group.  The exceptions to this trend were 

that children who showed early onset and later remission tended to have higher levels of 

attention deficit and were more frequently male. 

The general impression conveyed by the Table is that, in many respects, the 

profiles of the four groups reflected a continuum of risk for conduct disorder with the 
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profiles for the two groups showing change (early onset/later remission, late onset) 

being a pale shadow of the profile for the group with persistent conduct disorders. 

The results in Table 2 report group comparisons for all sample members and do 

not take gender into account.  Since it was possible that the profile of risk scores varied 

by gender, further analyses were conducted to determine whether there were any gender 

x behavioral trajectory interactions for the measures shown in Table 2.  This analysis 

showed an absence of any such interactions for all comparisons suggesting that the 

relationships between behavioral trajectories and the measures in Table 2 were generally 

similar for males and females. 

INSERT TABLE 2. HERE 

 

Differences in Adolescent Peer Affiliations Between Children Following Different 

Behavior Trajectories. 

Table 3 compares the four groups of children on parental and self report measures 

of the extent to which the young person affiliated with delinquent peers at the age of 15 

years.  For both measures there were statistically significant (p<.0001) differences in 

levels of delinquent peer affiliations between the four groups.  Inspection of the Table 

shows that non problem children and those with early onset but later remission of 

disruptive behaviors tended to report fewer affiliations with delinquent peers than 

children showing late onset or persistent disruptive behaviors. 

INSERT TABLE 3. HERE 

 

 However, the comparisons in Table 3 failed to take into account the pre-existing 

differences between the four groups in terms of measures of social background, family 
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functioning, attention deficit behaviors, IQ, school achievement and self-esteem that 

were described in Table 2.  To take these pre-existing differences into account the data 

were re-analyzed by an analysis of covariance approach in which the group means were 

adjusted for pre-existing differences.  Table 4 shows: 

1. The adjusted mean scores for each group. 

2. Tests of the overall significance of group differences. 

3. Results of contrasts of group means using a multiple comparisons approach.  

These comparisons are indicated in the Table by the superscripts (A, B, C) attached to 

each mean.  Means with the same superscript are not significantly different (p>.05) from 

each other whereas means with different superscripts are significantly (p<.05) different 

from each other. 

Inspection of the Table leads to the following conclusions: 

1. For both parental and self report measures there were significant 

associations (p<.0001) between group membership and mean scores indicating that, 

even after adjustment for features present in middle childhood, children following 

different behavior trajectories in childhood and adolescence were distinguished by their 

pattern of adolescent peer affiliations. 

2. There was clear evidence to suggest that those showing early onset but later 

remission of disruptive behaviors were distinguished from those showing late onset in 

terms of peer affiliations.  Those showing early onset but later remission had 

significantly lower (p<.05) levels of affiliations with delinquent peers than those 

showing late onset.  More generally, the adjusted means for the peer affiliation measures 

show that non-problem children had the lowest mean affiliations with delinquent peers; 

those showing early onset but later remission had somewhat higher mean scores; those 
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showing either late onset or persistent disruptive behaviors had the highest levels of 

affiliations with delinquent peers. 

INSERT TABLE 4. HERE 

DISCUSSION 

In this study we have examined: the continuities between disruptive behavior 

problems in middle childhood and in later adolescence and the factors that discriminated 

between children who followed different behavioral pathways - using data gathered over 

the course of a 16 year longitudinal study of a birth cohort of New Zealand children 

studied to the age of 16 years.  This analysis lead to the following conclusions: 

1. Continuity between early behavior and later behavior. 

In the first stage of the analysis we applied methods of latent class analysis to 

measures of disruptive behavior problems observed during middle childhood (7 to 9 

years) and in adolescence (15,16 years).  Using these data it was possible to estimate the 

proportions of the sample who showed both continuities and discontinuities in 

disruptive behaviors from middle childhood to adolescence taking into account errors of 

measurement in the classification of behaviors.  This analysis suggested that in the 

region of: 81% of children were non problem children characterized by an absence of 

disruptive behaviors during both middle childhood and adolescence; 5% showed a 

pattern of disruptive behaviors in childhood but remission by adolescence; 7% showed a 

pattern of late onset of disruptive behaviors and 7% showed persistent antisocial 

behaviors.  These results imply the presence of quite considerable continuity in behavior 

between middle childhood and adolescence and this may be summarized by noting that 

children with problem behaviors in middle childhood had odds of later antisocial 

behaviors that were 16.1 times those of children without early problem behaviors.  At 
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the same time, it was clear that there was evidence of behavioral discontinuity with 

some children showing a pattern of early onset and later remission and others 

developing late onset behaviors. 

2. Factors associated with different behavioral trajectories. 

In the second stage of the analysis we examined the factors that distinguished 

children who followed different behavioral pathways.  This analysis led to two major 

conclusions.  First, on the basis of measures collected during middle childhood, 

including social background, family functioning, IQ, school achievement and self-

esteem, there was evidence that children following different behavioral pathways were 

distinguished by a dimensional model in which those with no problems had generally 

the most favorable distribution of mean scores (lower social disadvantage, lower family 

dysfunction, less attention deficit behaviors,  higher IQ, higher school achievement and 

higher self-esteem) whereas those with persistent problem behaviors had the least 

favorable profile (higher social disadvantage, greater family dysfunction, greater 

attention deficit behaviors, lower IQ, poorer school achievement and lower self-esteem).  

Those showing discontinuity in disruptive behaviors (early onset followed by later 

remission; late onset) tended to be characterized by a pattern of means that was 

intermediate between that of the non-problem group and the persistent group.  These 

findings show a remarkable similarity to the results reported by Patterson (1994) who 

found that children with late onset offending tended to have risk profiles that were 

intermediate between non offenders and those with early persistent offending.  These 

results clearly suggest that behavioral change and discontinuity may be most likely for 

individuals who show an intermediate level of exposure to childhood risk factors for 

antisocial behaviors.  These results were found to hold for both males and females. 
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In the second stage of the analysis we examined the extent to which different 

behavioral pathways were associated with adolescent peer affiliations.  This showed 

clear evidence to suggest that peer affiliations in adolescence played an influential role 

in determining behavioral discontinuities.  In particular, what distinguished children 

showing early onset but later remission from the late onset group was their pattern of 

peer affiliations.  Those showing early onset and later remission reported significantly 

fewer attachments with delinquent peers than those showing late onset even when due 

allowance was made for early childhood factors.  These results clearly suggest that the 

nature of adolescent peer relationships may act as a turning point event that leads to 

behavioral discontinuity:  the avoidance of affiliations with delinquent peers in 

adolescence appeared to be associated with remission of existing behavior problems 

whereas the formation of such attachments appeared to be associated with a late onset of 

disruptive behaviors. 

These results are generally in agreement with the findings of Patterson (1994) who 

found that those showing late onset offending behavior were characterized by high 

affiliations with delinquent peers.  Similar results have also been reported by Quinton, 

Pickles, Maughan and Rutter (1993) who found that peer and partnership affiliations in 

adolescence and young adulthood played an important role in behavioral continuity and 

discontinuity.  These findings also support Moffitt's (1993) conclusion that processes of 

social mimicry may play an important role in the development of adolescent limited 

offending.  As we have noted above, those most susceptible to behavior change as a 

result of peer influences appear to be those with intermediate levels of exposure to 

childhood risk factors.   
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While these results support Moffitt’s (1993) hypothesis that processes of social 

mimicry and peer attachment may encourage late onset conduct problems, our results 

deviated from this theory in one important respect.  Specifically, Moffitt’s (1993) 

account implies that those showing adolescent limited antisocial behaviors should come 

from non-pathological backgrounds.  What the findings of this study suggest is that 

those who show late onset conduct disorder have a risk profile that is intermediate 

between those who show persistent conduct disorder and those who show an absence of 

conduct disorder.  At the same time, it must be recognized that Moffitt’s (1993) theory 

was designed to explain changes in rates of juvenile offending rather than changes in 

rates of conduct disorder and that the two processes may not be the same.  In particular, 

while juvenile offending statistics show a clear rise in offending during adolescence, 

suggesting clear adolescent limited behaviors, the same is not true for rates of conduct 

disorder which remain relatively stable throughout childhood and adolescence.  These 

considerations suggest that, while Moffitt’s theory may explain the rise in juvenile 

offending during adolescence, the application of this theory to patterns of change and 

stability in conduct disorder is less clear. 

These theoretical issues aside, the findings may have some important implications 

for intervention.  In particular, the study of discontinuities in behaviors provides, to 

some extent, a "natural experiment" of the factors that lead to behavioral change.  It may 

be possible to capitalize on the results of such an experiment and apply them to clinical 

practice.  In particular, the results suggest two generalizations that may assist the clinical 

treatment of individuals with severe childhood or adolescent disruptive behaviors.  First, 

the findings of this study and Patterson's (1994) research tend to suggest that behavioral 

change is most likely in those who come from a moderate risk background. 
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Secondly, the findings of this study, the findings of Patterson (1994) and the 

findings of Quinton et al., (1993) all tend to suggest that a common route to behavior 

change in childhood and adolescence is through the development of attachments that 

have the potential to change behavioral directions for good or for ill.  In general, the 

formation of prosocial attachments appears to lead to a remission of behavioral 

problems whereas the formation of antisocial attachments may reinforce or lead to the 

onset of disruptive behaviors.  It is clear from this that one important aspect of the 

clinical treatment of childhood antisocial behaviors needs to center on developing 

methods for encouraging antisocial youngsters to develop prosocial attachments. 

However, it should be stressed that the formation of such attachments is unlikely 

to be a passive process as Quinton et al., (1993) note that those most likely to form 

prosocial attachments were those who had the capacity to plan their life course (planful 

competence) in ways that increased the likelihood of forming prosocial attachments.  

Given this, it seems likely that one important component of effective treatment of 

antisocial behavior disorders in childhood involves encouraging the individual to 

develop skills to forward plan their life course in a way that encourages the development 

of prosocial attachments and reduces the likelihood of the formation of attachments to 

delinquent peers or partners. 
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Table 1 

Summary of Latent Class Modelling Results 

a) Latent class distribution (% of subjects in each latent class) 

  

   Adolescent CD/ODD 

 

  No Yes 

     

 No 81.4% 7.0% 

Early Conduct Problems 

 Yes 4.9% 6.8% 

     

 

 

 

b) State to state transition matrix 

   

   Adolescent CD/ODD 

 

  No Yes 

     

 No .921 .079 

Early Conduct Problems 

 Yes .419 .581 

     

 

 

 

c) Relationship between early conduct problems and adolescent CD/ODD 

 

 Odds Ratio = 16.1 

 

 

 

d) Goodness of Fit Measures 

 

 i) Log likelihood chi square = 65.06; df = 52, p>.10 

  

 ii) Pearson chi-square = 57.66; df = 52, p>.20 
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Table 2 

 

Profile of Measures of Family Functioning, Social Background, Attention Deficit, Cognitive Ability, 

School Achievement, Self Esteem and Gender by Behavioral Trajectory (7-16 Years) 

 Behavioral Trajectories  

 

 

Measure 

 

Non 

Problem 

Early Onset/ 

Later 

Remission 

 

Late 

Onset 

 

Persistent 

Problems 

 

 

p 

Mean Family Functioning Score 6.12 8.83 11.30 12.35 <.0001 

Mean Family Social Position 9.91 10.25 10.34 10.39 <.0001 

Mean Attention Deficit Score (8 years) 18.99 26.73 20.96 27.71 <.0001 

Mean IQ (WISC-R; 8 years) 104.15 94.97 97.92 88.70 <.0001 

Mean Word Recognition (BURT 8 years) 46.90 39.16 38.89 36.18 <.0001 

Mean Reading Comprehension (PAT; 10 

years) 

 

11.31 

 

7.74 

 

7.00 

 

5.38 

 

<.0001 

Mean Self-Esteem (SEI: 10 years) 39.25 35.03 35.85 32.85 <.0001 

% Male 46.9 82.9 52.2 63.1 <.001 

N 759 41 46 55  
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Table 3 

 

Mean Parental and Self Report Measures of Affiliation with Delinquent Peers (15 Years) by Behavioral 

Trajectory (7-16 Years) 

 Behavioral Trajectories  

 

 

Measure of Delinquent Peer Affiliations 

 

Non 

Problem 

Early Onset/ 

Later 

Remission 

 

Late 

Onset 

 

Persistent 

Problems 

 

 

p 

Parental Report 8.59 9.83 11.96 11.93 <.0001 

Self Report 4.02 5.37 7.80 6.51 <.0001 

N 759 41 46 55  
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Table 4   

 

Adjusted Mean Parental and Self Report Measures of Affiliation with Delinquent Peers (15 Years) by 

Behavioral Trajectory (7-16 Years) 

 Behavioral Trajectories  

 

 

Measure of Delinquent Peer Affiliations 

 

Non 

Problem 

Early Onset/ 

Later 

Remission 

 

Late 

Onset 

 

Persistent 

Problems 

 

 

p 

Parental Reporta 8.62A 9.25A 11.63B 11.64B <.0001 

Self Reporta 3.93A 6.00B 7.28C 6.22B <.0001 

 
a Means in the same row with the same superscript (A,B, C) are not significantly different (p>.05).  Mean 

with different superscripts are significantly different. 


